The Trans-Neptunians in Astro*Carto*Graphy

♀ Cupido locations favor social concerns, community affairs, artistic endeavors and family activities. You will enjoy cultural activities in this locale or be interested in the prevailing culture of the locale.

♂ On Hades lines, you might have to confront the dark side of life or come into contact with poverty, illness, criminals or prostitutes. Purification and sacrifice are also Hades keywords.

♂ On Zeus lines, you will feel passionate and creative – an ideal locale for bringing enthusiasm to your life. Zeus has to do with machinery and you may find that connection as well in this place – computers, factories, cars, tractors, etc. Zeus also has to do with fires and so that is always a danger in these locales.

♂ In Kronos locales, you can expect to do well as this planet has a lot to do with mastery or leadership. You may also come into contact with persons of authority here or have some strong connection to the government or government programs/activities.

♀ Apollon lines are excellent locations for business, science or trade. Commercial activities of all types, including investments from afar, will go well here. Apollon rules “many” and so you can look here for abundance in most endeavors.

♀ Admetos has to do with roots and so you may feel a real connection to the land here. However, it also has to do with closed spaces and, therefore, you could feel limited or confined here.

♀ Vulcanus has to do with forces beyond our control and so these places may present challenges that test you on every level. You may also experience events or people that seem fated or destined in these locales.

♀ Poseidon is sort of a “high-class” Neptune --- you can find enlightenment, spirituality and wisdom here. You may find your intuition or psychic ability increases or that you have lots of weird experiences and dreams in these places.
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Some Astro*Carto*Graphy Guidelines

1. Planet angularity as shown on the map refers to natal rise/set and MC/IC lines. Zodiacally, planets on the ascendant in a particular locale may not be bodily rising or setting. This is especially true of Pluto or any planet whose latitude is significantly off the ecliptic.

2. A planet is at its’ Zenith when it is directly overhead. This is not to be confused with the MC. The planet’s zenith is indicated on the map by an oval (Astro*Carto*Graphy map) or circle (Solar Maps). The significance of the line is at its greatest (zenith!) at this location. This is where the planet MC line and the planet local space line will intersect.

3. Not all Venuses are created equal. There are many factors which enter into whether or not a particular line will be favorable. These include the condition of the planet and the purpose, career and stage of life of the native.

4. Line crossings, parans or mundane squares represent simultaneous angularity and are latitude specific. Parans occur when one planet is at the MC/IC while another is rising/setting. These parans can only occur at specific latitudes. Places that are on that latitude, regardless of longitude, will be sensitive to the energies of the particular paran.

5. In general, a 4 degree orb (approx. 240 miles) on either side of the line is used for the MC/IC/rise/set lines. This orb also applies to the progressed or transiting lines. A one degree orb is used for the paran lines or crossings.

6. If you are west of the planet line, the planet is angular; if you are east of the planet line, the planet is cadent.
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